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Abstract 

The circuits we are using in daily life are processing 

digital signals but the real world data or the data 

sensed by the sensor are analog in nature and there 

are very fewer sensors which are providing us the 

digital data which means the data conversion is very 
much important[8]. We know very well that whenever 

we are converting the analog data to the digital 

format we are going to take the samples of the analog 

signal and the accuracy of this conversion process is 

completely depend upon the number of samples and 

the number of bits of data that is taken of the analog 

signal[1]. During this transition, the error occurs in 

the original signal and reconstructed signal is known 

as quantization noise. This noise can be minimized by 

using more number of bits or by increasing the 

number of samples. The number of samples are 
enhanced by oversampling technique, which will 

directly increase the signal to noise ratio. In this 

paper, some graph are explaining the impoved signal 

to noise ratio in A/D by using oversampling 

technique[9].  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The real world signals like speech, music, multimedia 
signals or the data received from the sensor are 

continuous in nature and not discrete in nature[10]. 

But all the processing system works on discrete or 

digital form of data which means most of such 

signals like for telephony, industrial measurement 

and instrumentation signals, wireless radio signals 

and other audio signals are processed by digital 

signal processing techniques[2]. The inputs given to 

these processors are mainly in analog form so some 

interface stages are required which will convert the 

analog signal in digital form needed by processing 
core to final provide you the required output. It is 

also very necessary to provide the conversion with 

very less noise so that the system will give you the 

desired output as the noise will finally effect the 

output so it is useful to relate analog and discrete 

signals both in time and frequency domain[3]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Analog to digital convertor and digital to 

analog convertor 

 

 
Figure 2: 3 bit digital data using analog signal 

 

An analog to digital converter is used to get the 

discrete samples of a continuous analog voltage and 

finally gives you the discrete binary representation of 

the signal[7]. Characteristics of ADC are: input 

voltage range, resolution, and bandwidth (conversion 

rate). When analog signal is converted into digital 

form analog data gets converted into a staircase like 

waveform. 
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Figure 3: Block diagram representation of A/D and 

D/A 
 

The Nyquist-Shannon Sampling Theorem  states that 

the minimum sampling rate should be at least twice 

the frequency of the highest frequency component 

present  in the target signal (Nyquist Frequency). For 

example, to recreate or get the original signal of the 

analog signal with up to 20 kHz bandwidth, you must 

sample it at a minimum of 40 ksps[6]. Analog signal 

contains desired frequency components and also high 

frequency components so the sampling frequency 

should be greater or equal to the twice of analog 
signal frequency. While using converters at nyquist 

rate the accuracy can be  achieved at 12 to 14 bit due 

to the dependency on matching components used, 

more than that it will be impractical to implement [4]. 

 

II. OVERSAMPLED DATA CONVERTER 

These converters uses oversampling technique where 

more number of samples of the data are taken to 

reduce quantization noise to very low levels. 

Oversampling means sampling the signal at a rate 

significantly higher than the Nyquist Frequency[5]. 

The ADC resolution is not directly improved by 
increasing sampling rate, but by taking more samples, 

this input signal is tracked more accurately. The 

oversampling technique improves the digital 

representation of the signal only down to the physical 

dynamic range limit (minimum step size) of the 

ADC. Sampling frequency reduces the quantization 

noise as it is inversely propotional to the sampling 

frequency. 

 

 
Figure 4: At different sampling frequency the 

quantization noise 

 

III. Oversampling A/D Conversion 

An Example is taken to analyze the oversampling 

A/D conversion with low resolution A/D converter. 

Here we have taken number of samples to 4 in figure 

5 and number of samples to 7 in figure 6 and number 

of samples to 10 in figure 7. 
 

  

 

Figure 5: number of samples taken are 4 

 

  

 

Figure 6: number of samples taken are 7  
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Figure 7: number of samples taken are 10 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

So we have studied here the effect of oversampling 

technique to reduce the noise and improve the signal 

to noise ratio in analog to digital conversion process. 

In this paper the results are shown at different 

sampling rates to improve output signal quality.  
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